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Little

Use a mirror and a spoon to help your child understand an important idea about identity.  Is the Use a mirror and a spoon to help your child understand an important idea about identity.  Is the 
reflection really them?  What about the splashes of toothpaste?  What happens if the mirror breaks reflection really them?  What about the splashes of toothpaste?  What happens if the mirror breaks 
or bends (like in a spoon)?  The way the world sees us can get a little bendy or messy, they don’t know or bends (like in a spoon)?  The way the world sees us can get a little bendy or messy, they don’t know 
everything about us and everyone is bent a little differently! Jesus is the only one that truly sees us the everything about us and everyone is bent a little differently! Jesus is the only one that truly sees us the 
way we are!way we are!

Parent chat!Parent chat!

It is                                                 today.It is                                                 today. I heard:I heard:

Make yourself a t-shirt!Make yourself a t-shirt!
God made you YOU!God made you YOU!
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Decode it!Decode it!
Dear Jesus,

Amen

Spot the difference!Spot the difference! Find 10 differences between the 2 picturesFind 10 differences between the 2 pictures


